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MARKETING INFORMATION & BACK GROUND  
 

It all started with a Trading Competition 
 

During March and April this year (2016) Tallinex our broker ran a Forex Trading Competition for 30 days. All 

contestants started with a $ 2 500 demo account. 

Below are the results achieved by the top Forex Traders. Click on this link for more detailed results: -  

http://www.moneymakingforextools.com/greatresults 

 

 

 

The gain of + 57,239% was astronomical. Even on a Demo account.  

 

Challenge to clients 
 

We then sent an email to our 10 000 clients asking them (with the benefit of hindsight) to generate the same 

returns knowing what the price movements over the period of the completion were.  

Only 1 client could recreate these results given the knowledge of price movements. So although clients had a 

guaranteed ability to create 100% success, they were unable to reproduce these results with no restriction placed 

on them. 

This points to a major weakness amongst Forex Traders. The inability to use the 

power of broker supplied leverage to generate extra ordinary trading results 

when good opportunities present themselves. 

In the challenge to our clients the problem of when to enter and when to exit is no longer an excuse because full 

use of historic price movements were known, and yet nobody could reproduce or create the results achieved. 

http://www.moneymakingforextools.com/greatresults
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That infers that if guaranteed trades became available in the future nobody would have an idea of how to trade 

it for the best results. 

 Many traders sadly are not aware of the above average returns Forex trading has to offer. 

 

So we created the “How to turn $ 2 500 into $ 1 400 000 course” 
 

In this Course we will show you how it is possible to create the results achieved in this competition. There are 3 

techniques to achieving these results shown in the course.   

1. AGGRESSIVE POSITION SIZING: The main way to achieve astronomical Forex results lies in the ability 

position size your deals so as to take full advantage of the leverage provided by your broker. Without this 

knowledge you will never be able to turn $2 500 into $1 400 000.  

2. A LOW RISK, HIGH RETURN FOREX TRADING TECHNIQUE: A mixture of automated and manual Forex 

techniques produced these great results. They are all low risk, high return Forex techniques. We provide 

you with many ideas and techniques that:   

a. Provides entries that require very small stops 

b. Provides entries with huge gain potential 

c. Provides immediate feedback when you get it wrong 

3. FOREX TRADING COMPETITION TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES: When you are competing in a Forex 

Trading competition the objective is to win. Often the winner is not the best Forex trader but the one 

who manipulates the odds strategically in their favor at the critical moment. We share some techniques 

competitors use to gain top placement in Forex trading Competitions. 

 

 

Informative Interviews and detailed trading statement analysis 
 

We are lucky that informative, detailed interviews with the top 3 winners of the Trading competition and full 

trading statements showing every trade are available.  These provide 3 real life case studies providing valuable 

usable information when analyzed. 

 

Imagine finding out and understanding: 

• Who these traders are and their Forex trading experience 

• Their commentary on their trading and what you can learn from that 

• Advice on how they developed their trading styles  

• The fully analyzed trading statements which resulted in these great results. 
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• The currencies traded, 

• The position sizing used, 

• What mistakes were made 

• Where EAs were used, how they were managed and combined with manual decision making. 

• The success rates achieved 

• The risk return ratios achieved 

• The average income and losses per trade 

• What drawdowns were experienced 

• Most importantly - How you can use this information to improve your own Forex trading 

• ……….and much more 

 

This is a Forex Competition trading course 
 

This course comes with no guarantees because trading success is dependent on each individual Forex trader. 

Please bear in mind that the results are based on the use of a demo account and as such higher than normal risks 

were taken. The same or slightly lower risks could however have been taken using a live account once you 

understand the trading strategies. The course will however change your perspective of what is possible when 

Forex trading with aggressive position sizing. It will show you a very high probability Forex trading technique and 

ways of winning Forex trading competitions.  What you make of it is up to you. 

You will learn how the wrong leverage can either make or break a trader. 

 

On to the course 

We include the above marketing material as an introduction. Many traders do not regard the marketing material 

as part of any course or EA – it is and should be. The marketing material also refers to what you can expect in the 

course – many traders create their own expectations when purchasing any Forex course or EA which are not 

mentioned in the marketing material. 

 

So as you can see there above are mainly 3 methods one can use to achieve amazing Forex Competition results.  

So let’s get started with the first one right away: - 
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AGGRESSIVE POSITION SIZING 
 

Position sizing refers to the number of lots you are using to trade a particular trade or group of trades. 

Competition traders know that position sizing is the big difference between exceptional competition results and 

mediocre results.  

Although position sizing may appear a basic skill to more experienced traders it is one of the most important to 

fully understand and manage when in a Forex competitive environment. 

 

Lot sizes 
 

You could trade any number of lots.  In general 

 0.01 lots is referred to as 1 micro lot,  

 0.1 lots is referred to as 1 mini lot  

 and 1.0 lots is referred to a main lot 

Depending on your broker and currency traded, in general it requires: 

 $1 000 to trade a micro lot 

 $10 000 to trade a mini lot 

 $ 100 000 to trade a main lot 

Those are the actual currency sizes of the lots you are trading. Many traders do not realize this. 

These amounts can vary from broker to broker and is also dependent on which of the currencies in the 

cross traded are used to price the margin. 

 

Margin requirements 
 

Luckily you don’t need $ 100 000 in your account to trade 1 main lot. 

Your broker provides leverage for you to trade Forex.  

This means that if your leverage is 100 to 1 the broker will finance 99% of the deal and you only need to 

provide margin of 1%. So if you are trading a $100 000 lot the Broker will supply $ 99 000 to finance the 

deal and you only need to supply $ 1 000. The part that you supply is called your margin.  

If your leverage is 400:1 the broker will finance $ 99 750 and you only need $250 to trade a $100 000 lot. 

If your leverage is 50:1 the broker will finance $98 000 and you will need $ 2 000 to trade a $ 100 000 lot. 
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Finance required for the spread 
 

The difference between the Buy and Sell price is called the spread. This is normally expressed in pips. 

The spread can vary depending on the liquidity of the currency you are trading but in general can vary 

from 1 pip for the most liquid currencies to 8 pips or higher for the less liquid currencies.  

Each pip has a value depending on the lot size you are trading.  

In general, the pip values are: 

1.0 Lots (main Lot) x spread (say 2 pips) = $20.00 ($10 per pip) 

0.1 Lots (mini lots) x spread (say 2 pips) = $2.00 ($1 per pip) 

0.01 Lots (micro lots) x spread (say 2 pips) = 20c (10c per pip) 

Please note that most Brokers use variable spreads these days so when doing spread calculations, you 

can either use the average spread provided by your Broker or to be conservative you could use the 

maximum spread experienced for your currency. 

 

Finance required to finance your stop loss. 
 

When you enter a deal you normally enter using a stop loss at the level when you think it is better to exit 

and close the deals as it is not going in your favor and you want to limit your loss. The stop loss is normally 

expressed as a number of pips – you would have a 50 pip stop loss for instance. 

So if you decide that you want to exit your deal when the transaction goes against you by 50 pips this 

means that your loss will be 50 pips x the pip value based on the lot size you are using.  

Please note that when you set a 50 pip stop loss you will be stopped out at 50 pip loss which includes 

the spread. So the actual pip loss could be 48 pips plus your spread of 2 pips = 50 pips 

So in the above example if you are using 0.1 lots your stop loss will be 50 pips x $1.00 = $50.00 

If you were using 1.0 lots your 50 pip stop loss would be 50 x $10.00 = $500.00 

 

So what happens when you enter a Forex transaction? 
 

Let’s say you enter a Buy deal using 0.1 lots (mini account) with a stop of 50 pips and a target of 50 pips 

using a $ 1 000 account. Let’s assume the spread is 2 pips and your leverage is 100:1. 
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If your account balance is $ 1000 the broker takes $100 in margin to finance the deal out of your account. 

Your account immediately drops to $ 900. When the deal is opened you will start with a $2 loss 

immediately. That is the assumed spread value in this example which is the difference between the Buy 

and Sell price. So your floating account balance (which is also called your available equity) drops to $ 898. 

($1000 less the margin of $100 less the spread of $2) 

Let’s assume your deal is unsuccessful and you get stopped out. At the point at which you are stopped 

out your account balance (Available equity) will be  

 

Start Account Balance                       $1 000 
Less Margin required to enter  $ 100 
Less spread paid                       $ 2 
Less loss made (48 x $1) *      *$ 48 
Account balance                  $ 850 
Add Margin returned at the close $100 
End Account Balance $950 
  

 Please note that when you set a 50 pip stop loss you will be stopped out at 50 pip loss which 

includes the spread. So the actual pip loss is 48 pips Plus your spread of 2 = 50 pips 

Luckily – because the deal is now over, the Broker no longer needs your margin and returns your margin 

of $100 and your account now has a balance of $ 950. 

Although this will be extremely basic for most traders it is very important to understand the mechanics 

of a Forex trade as we move to the next phase of this discussion. 
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To show this in more detail let’s do a transaction: 

 

Step 1: We notice a buy opportunity and anticipate a buy using 1 mini lot (0.1) on our $1000 account with a 50 

pip stop and 50 pip target. 

 

 

 

Step 2: We enter the buy. Notice that the spread of 2 immediately creates a loss. Also $100 is removed from the 

equity of the account which drops our available finance (Free Margin) to $ 898.00 
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Step 3: The transaction fails. We incurred a loss of 50 pip (48 pips plus the spread) but our margin is returned. 

This leaves us with a balance on our account of $950     

 

 

 

Please note this example is based on what normally happens. There can be variations based on the way your 

broker account is structured. The biggest variation is where margin requirements are based on the other 

currencies. In this example the GBPUSD margin requirements were based on the USD. If the margin was based 

on the GBP your margin requirement might be $ 1 460 for example based on a GBPUSD price of 1.46000. 
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The Maximum lot calculation 
 

When trading in Forex trading competitions, (or when trading aggressively) as we will see later on, one has to 

take exceptionally high risks to produce exceptionally high returns. The objective is to produce a winning result 

at all cost. So this differs from normal, real money, Forex trading where safeguarding and conserving your capital 

is more important. 

In Forex competitions the trader (not always) has to throw the house at the next deal (risk all or a large part of 

your account) on the next deal. In order to do this a competitor needs to know the maximum number of lots 

(taking the stop loss into account) that can be risked to provide the absolute maximum returns on a single deal. 

That is why you need to understand the mechanics of a Forex transaction as explained above to calculate the 

maximum number of lots you can use when trading. 

 

100:1 Leverage 
 

Using the above example for every 0.1 lot traded with a 50 pip stop loss and 2 pip spread using 100:1 leverage 

you would need $150 to finance the trading of 1 lot 

Margin per lot $100 
Spread per lot $ 2 
Stop loss per lot (50 less spread) $ 48 
Total Finance required per lot $ 150 

 

If your account balance is $ 1 000 that means that you can trade a maximum number of lots of:     

$1000 divided by the finance required to trade 1 lot ($150 as calculated above) = 0.666 lots. 

Always round downwards so the maximum number of open deals with a stop loss of 50 pips is 0.6 or 6 mini lots. 

 

400:1 leverage 
 

If we had to do the calculation above assuming 400:1 leverage each lot would require $ 77 per lot 

 

Margin per lot $25 
Spread per lot $ 2 
Stop loss per lot $ 48 
Total Finance required per lot $ 75 
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If your account balance is $ 1 000 that means that you can trade a maximum number of lots of:     

$1000 divided by the finance required to trade 1 lot ($75 as calculated above) = 1.3333 lots. 

Always round downwards so the maximum number of open deals with a stop loss of 50 pips is 1.3 lots or 13 mini 

lots – Double the amount!! 

 

 

 

50:1 leverage 
 

In the US there is a limitation on leverage at 50:1. 

If we had to do the calculation above assuming 50:1 leverage each lot would require $ 250 per lot 

 

Margin per lot $200 
Spread per lot $ 2 
Stop loss per lot $ 48 
Total Finance required per lot $ 250 

 

If your account balance is $ 1 000 that means that you can trade a maximum number of lots of:     

$1000 divided by the finance required to trade 1 lot ($250 as calculated above) = 0.400 lots. 

No need to round downwards. 

So the maximum lot calculation helps you determine the maximum number of lots you can trade to just avoid a 

margin call based on the leverage you get from your broker and the stop you are using.  
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It also shows you that: - 

 

IT IS IMPORTANT TO ALWAYS TRY TO GET THE MAXIMUM LEVERAGE  

FROM YOUR BROKER ALL THE TIME TO LEVERAGE YOUR GAINS IN COMPETITIONS  

OR IF YOU ARE A VERY COMPETENT TRADER. 

 

Having high leverage such as 400:1 can be good to leverage your gains. However, using 50:1 leverage is good to 

preserve your account when you are experiencing negative trades or are inexperienced. See the example below 

which use the calculations above. 

Leverage 400:1 100:1 50:1 

Opening Account balance $ 1 000 $1 000 $ 1 000 

Calculated Maximum lots 13 6 4 

Loss based of 50 pips per lot $650 $300 $200 

Account balance after loss $ 350 $700 $ 800 

 

So low leverage of say 50:1 is better for unsuccessful deals or poor traders and very high leverage is very bad for 

unsuccessful deals made by poor traders. Low leverage of 50:1 preserves your account. 

Preserving your account is good for live trading but not good for competition trading. 

FURTHER: Your MT4 Broker account will protect you from using lots that are not appropriate to your leverage by 

giving you an error message. In the example below the trader is trying to trade 1.3 lots (calculated for 400:1) with 

a 100:1 leverage account. This error message cannot always be relied on as a double check as it sometimes 

ignores your stop loss size. So always do the calculation. 
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Why knowing the maximum number of lots that can be traded is important? 

1. There will be a time when trading in competition conditions where you may need to risk everything to 

get into the number 1 position. This might be at the beginning of the competition or at the end or even 

consistently throughout the competition. It all depends on the competitive environment you are in. The 

maximum lot calculation lets you know the maximum position size you can risk within your trading 

strategy. 

2. Risking a percentage of your account without knowing the Maximum lot calculation can get you into a 

premature margin call situation if the % of your account is too big. It can also reduce your potential to 

achieve above average gains if the % of your account chosen is too small. Using the maximum lot 

calculation takes the guess work out of position sizing as it takes margin requirements into account. 
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3 trades in a row 
 

 What if you had 3 successful trades in a row using the maximum lot concept on your account?  

 What if you had 3 unsuccessful trades in a row using the maximum lot concept on your account?  

 What difference does leverage make?  

The table below shows the results after 3 successful and 3 unsuccessful trades at the 3 different leverages 

discussed so far: - 

 

The table above shows the dramatic impact leverage has on Maximum lot trading.  

High leverage (400:1) provides a built-in high risk but high return strategy. If you are a very confident trader you 

would go for high leverage. 

Low leverage (50:1) provides a built-in low risk but low return strategy. If you have low confidence you would be 

better off going for low leverage as it offers the best protection for your capital in losing streaks. 

Many competent traders use the maximum lot approach as their standard trading approach. 3 successful trades 

in a row results in a 350% return. They only need to be successful 1 time out of 4 attempts to still be profitable 

so they like those odds. 3 failures result in a -28 500 loss whereas only 1 success results in a $35 500 gain. A net 

gain of $ 7 000. Those are pretty good odds for a competent trader.  

You will see later on that some of the winners have up to 37 consecutive wins in a row !!! and on average have 5 

consecutive wins in a row.  Imagine how good the maximum lot approach would do using 1000:1 leverage which 

is available from certain brokers. Using certain currencies like the XAUUSD has margin advantages compared to 

their pip values too. 
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Position sizing by the 1st place winner 
 

Let’s Have a look at some of the trades (and position sizing) made by the winner who made 1.4 Mil profit  

 

Currency Lot sizing Gains 
XAUUSD 368.36 $185 285 

XAUUSD 1000.0 $138 000 

XAUUSD 1000.0 $138 000 

XAUUSD 851.12 $87 665 

XAUUSD 500.00 $ 73 000 

XAUUSD 1000.00 $73 000 

XAUUSD 695.84 $62 625 

GBPUSD 666.64 $74 663 

XAUUSD 1000.0 $70 000 

XAUUSD 500.00 $47 500 

XAUUSD 500.0 $36 000 

XAUUSD 500.0 $48 000 

XAUUSD 553.64 $ 54 256 

XAUUSD 326.39 $40 472 

AUDUSD 500.00 $32 000 

AUDUSD 500.00 $32 000 

TOTAL above 10461.00 $956494 

% of TOTAL 30% 83% 

 

You can see that the winner traded huge positions with only 16 transactions (5%) making up 83% of the gains. 

Some of the lot sizing was precisely calculated and others were rounded off. It is also interesting to note that 

most gains were made using the XAUUSD (gold). The above maximum lot type trades alone would have won the 

competition. 

 

As shown by this graph the trader became very aggressive and risked high position trading to make above average 

gains. The winner was aggressively pushed by 2 other competitor forcing him to trade close to maximum lots 

towards the end.  
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Position sizing by the 2nd place trader 
 

The 2nd place trader used 282 trades to make a gain of $741 365 

Currency Lot sizing Gains 
XAUUSD 700.0 $107 800 

AUDUSD 900.0 $ 88 200 

XAUUSD 200.0 $ 82 400 

GBPNZD 200.0 $33 043 

GBPNZD 400.0 $ 66 087 

AUDJPY 500.0 $ 31 511 

XAUUSD 300.0 $ 41 700 

XAUUSD 300.0 $ 36 900 

GBPUSD 240.0 $ 27 840 

USDJPY 200.0 $ 21 475 

USDJPY 140.0 $ 17 640 

TOTAL above 18,407.0 $554 596 

% of TOTAL 22% 74% 

 

This trader used a strategy of risking the same % of the equity balance per trade from the beginning and only at 

the end did this % increase to secure a high placing in the competition  

 

The second place trader suffered a drawdown in the middle of the completion and had to resort to very 

aggressive position sizing based on maximum lot calculations to secure second place at the end of the 

competition. 
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Position sizing by the 3rd place trader 
 

The 3rd place trader used 632 trades to make a gain of $710 576 

Currency Lot sizing Gains 
XAUUSD 750 $36 240 

AUDUSD 572 $56 138 

XAUUSD 875 $134 894 

XAUUSD 685 $ 95 276 

XAUUSD 550 $67 663 

XAUUSD 148 $20 141 

XAUUSD 132.2 $16 657 

USDJPY 170.6 $15 398 

USDJPY 102 $27 830 

USDJPY 369 $ 28 586 

GBPUSD 210 $ 24 407 

TOTAL above 4,563 $523 230 

% of TOTAL 27% 73% 

 

This was a more paced trader but when things got a bit hot towards the end of the competition big lots sizing 

was employed. 

  

 

Again as can be seen that this trader had to resort to very high position sizing to create a really high return in 

the competition to keep in touch with the others. 
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TRADING TECHNIQUE 
 

The objective of an effective competition technique is to be able to have small stops relative to the gain potential. 

This is called the Risk: Return ratio. If we are going to use a stop of 20 Pips with the potential of gaining 100 pips, 

then your risk return ration would be 1 to 5. You will gain 5 times the amount you risk. This gives you a chance of 

multiplying your money faster. 

This also goes hand in hand with the maximum lot calculation. The smaller the stop loss we need to finance the 

more lots we can trade or risk. Risking more lots with a smaller stop means our gains will accumulate faster. 

When the heat is on you need a very high level of confidence in your trading technique when combining it with 

high lot sizing. 

To quote one of the winners 

“My success came after years of study and practice.... I learn and still learning things and trying 

to improve it.... I don't try to copy anyone, I've built a system that fits my style of trading, I have 

a certain setup that I trade most of the time” 

This is good advice – good traders are the ones that find their own trading style which they have personal 

confidence in. In this course at best we can only suggest some good starting points.  
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Analysis of top 3 trading results 
 

The winners trading results 
 

 

 

The second place trader’s results 
 

 

 

The third place trader’s results 
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Summary of trading performance 
 

Trading analysis Winner 2nd Place 3rd Place 

Trades 316 282 632 

Volume traded 34,230 Lots 18,407 Lots 16,499Lots 

End Equity $ 1,433,480 $ 741 076 $ 713,076 

Income per lot $41.87 $ 40.26 $43 22 

Income per trade $ 4,536.32 $ 2,627.92 $ 1,128.28 

Drawdowns 13% 14% 27% 

Average Profit per trade $ 10 483 $ 5175 $ 2351.92 

Average Loss per trade -$ 3456.33 -$ 4307 -$575.77 

Risk return ratio 1:3 1:1.2 1:4 

Profitable trades % 57% 73% 58% 

Losing trades % 43% 27% 42% 

Best Consecutive Wins 22 37 19 

Best Consecutive losses 15 5 9 

 

Observations based on the above results. 

 All the traders had positive risk return ratios – in other words they made more with their positive deals 

than lost with their negative deals. 

 All had a positive success rate over 50% 

 When you combine a positive success rate and a positive risk return ratio you will make big money 

 All the traders had very good runs of consecutive wins with smaller runs of consecutive losses. They were 

also able to restrict the financial impact of those losses very well. 

 From the graphs it appears that the traders had a better success rate at the end of the completion than 

at the start of the competition. This is essential when using maximum lots when the pressure is on. 

 The sheer fact that so many trades were made reduces the chance of them being “lucky” – judging by 

the risk return ratios and success rates they knew what they were doing. This shows the absolute need 

to find a personal trading edge you are comfortable with and then use aggressive position sizing.  
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It is interesting to note that all 3 competitors were more or less at the same account balance level after 21 days 

of the competition and then again after 28 days. The winner pulled away after some high lot sizing winning trades. 

The other 2 seemed to take a protectionist approach to make sure they place in the top 3. 

Using a protectionist approach is not bad. Many winners of Forex trading competitions have won using this 

approach. They have let the leaders make costly mistakes and have jumped into the lead by staying where they 

are. 
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Currency selection 
 

All traders have tended to use volatile and liquid currencies and even gold. The reason is that volatile currencies 

provide nice, quick, short term and longer term trends. Volatile currencies really work well when you are using a 

reliable trading technique with a 60% to 80% reliability (success rate). The success rate combined with a good 

risk return ratio is what really produces exceptional results.  

The most popular overall competition winning currency is the GBPJPY in general but the winners in this 

competition seems to make most gains from the XAUUSD due to its predictable volatility and favorable margin 

to pip value ratio. 

Review the trading accounts of the winners for a full view of all currencies used. The summary of the top, high 

lot size trades made by the traders in a previous section shows which currencies the traders relied on when under 

pressure trading large lot sizes. 

In the end personal experience determines which currencies a trader prefers to give them the most reliable and 

tradable price action.  

Gold has some very special characteristics compared to other currencies: 

If you look at the hourly volatility of gold there are 3 very specific and concentrated high volatility times of the 

day. 

 

When you look at the day of the week volatility you will note that Wednesdays and Thursdays are extremely low 

volatility days 
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This makes it a bit easier to trade gold.  

If you are looking at trading gold volatility then trade during hour 1, 7 and 13 GTM and don’t trade on Wednesdays 

and Thursdays. 

Compare this with a currency like the EURUSD where volatility is more spread out and there are not as many 

specific high volatility times – the high volume is more spread out 
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Also note the volumes being reflected in the EURUSD and XAUUSD charts – The XAUUSD has almost 20 times 

more volume – this makes it more volatile. 

The better trader you are the more you like volatility – you can hit your targets faster. So on the whole the 

XAUUSD is more predictable and more volatile than other currencies.  

No wonder it is the most traded “currency’ be the competition winners. 
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Trading techniques to use together with the Max Lot approach  
 

Technique result requirements 
 

If you look at the results achieved by the 3 winners, you will see that losses were smaller than the gains per trade. 

They also had positive success percentages over 50%. This combination produces great Forex trading results – 

especially when combined with Maximum lot concepts 

 

Trading analysis Winner 2nd Place 3rd Place 

Trades 316 282 632 

Volume traded 34,230 Lots 18,407 Lots 16,499Lots 

End Equity $ 1,433,480 $ 741 076 $ 713,076 

Income per lot $41.87 $ 40.26 $43 22 

Income per trade $ 4,536.32 $ 2,627.92 $ 1,128.28 

Drawdowns 13% 14% 27% 

Average Profit per trade $ 10 483.00 $ 5175.00 $ 2351.92 

Average Loss per trade -$ 3456.33 -$ 4307.00 -$575.77 

Risk return ratio 1:3 1:1.2 1:4 

Profitable trades % 57% 73% 58% 

Losing trades % 43% 27% 42% 

Most Consecutive Wins 22 37 19 

Most Consecutive losses 15 5 9 

 

This gives a clue to what any or your Forex trading techniques specifically should produce. 

A success rate bigger than 50% AND a positive risk return ratio where gains are larger than losses is key. 

Most of the winners used high volume, scalping type trading which uses EAs to identify and manage the majority 

of trades although 1 traded manually exclusively.  
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Manual trading techniques 
 

Included in this course are a few eBooks providing techniques that are the basis for high probability trades that 

provide good success rates and positive risk return ratios. Many of these techniques can be used for scalping on 

short term charts as well as longer term swing trading using longer term charts. 

Please reviews these techniques for ones that resonate with your personality. 

These are mainly for manual trading.  

One of these techniques is the “Divergence – Trend line violation” technique 

This technique uses momentum indicator divergences as warning and subsequent price chart trend line violations 

as entry signals. The beauty of this system is that it identifies trades requiring small stops, good gains and has a 

high success rate. 

Step 1 

Divergences are created when trend lines drawn on the turning points of a momentum indicator point in a 

different direction than a trend line drawn over the turning points on the price chart.  

See the brown /dark red lines on the charts below.  
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Further one of the turning points used on the momentum indicator should be in the overbought or oversold 

regions on the momentum indicator. Normally RSI setting of 4 periods and overbought and oversold levels of 

80% and 20% does a good job on all timeframes. In general, the longer the timeframes to more reliable the 

signals. 

Once this divergence happens it is merely a strong warning that a reversal is likely to happen – not a trading 

signal. 

Step 2 

Simply enter on the close of the candle when there has been a trend-line violation on the price chart. The trend-

line can be based on recent candles (say the last 10) see the green trend-lines.  Alternatively, the trend-line can 

be based on older candles say up to 30 or 40. See the blue lines in the chart above. 

A trend line violation on the price chart is the actual trading entry signal.  

Please note the timeframes used in these charts are based on the good displays they offer in the course. You can 

use longer term chart to identify trading opportunities and then shorter term charts to enter if you which. These 

signals work pretty well for all timeframes. 
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Trading example combined with the Max lot concept using XAUUSD 

Below are “divergence – trend-line violation” transaction examples that when combined with the maximum lot 

technique resulted in a $10 Mil account growth.  

 

 

Using the above entry signals and a 50 pip stop loss and a 150 pip target the trades below generated a balance 

of over $10 mil.  

Now that statement is totally unrealistic and should not be taken seriously, but it does illustrate to concepts: 

1. The “divergence - trend line violation” system generates transactions requiring small stops with big 

potential gains and a high success rate.  

2. The maximum lot system can generate huge gains  
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When trading the XAUUSD margin requirements are reduced because of the offsetting higher pip values. So 

when doing the maximum lot calculations margin is almost ignored from most brokers and only finance for the 

loss is taken into account. This may vary from broker to broker. 

A 50 pip stop (which is actually a 500 pip stop for XAUUSD) required $ 500 to finance using main lots. So the 

account balance of $ 2500 allowed 5 main lots to be traded ($2500/$500) for the 1st trade. 

Also because a 50 pip stop and 150 target was used there was a built in 1:3 risk return ratio which helped gains 

grow faster. 

Many brokers will not allow trades using lot sizes shown 

As stated this example was used to illustrate the principles of what gains are possible when you have a high 

success rate, a very positive risk return ratio and use maximum lot principles. 

You could tone the maximum lots traded down and still achieved very good trading results. 

In this example it took 6 trades to take $2 500 to $10 mil. 
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Using EAs to win trading competitions 
 

It is essential that EAs are used in conjunction with the maximum lot concepts to create extraordinary results. 

Lot sizing can be a manual input into the EA or can be automated. 

Before using an EA you should be 100% familiar with the EA. In order to do this the EA needs to be tested, back 

traded and optimized on all major currencies and on all timeframes using a big variety of setting options. A clear 

understanding of the market conditions that are favorable to the trading of that particular EA. The number of 

open deals need to be determined with possible stop levels sizes so that the Maximum lot calculations can be 

made. 

If you read the feedback and interviews of the winning traders, you will see a variety of ways EA can be used. 

Some traders have used EA for 99% of the trades and others to a lesser extent.  It is important to continually 

evaluate the EA during the trading process for better settings and to eliminate poorly performing currencies and 

promoting the better performing currencies. 

Also make sure your test results are valid on the live account you are going to trade. It is actually better to test 

EAs using the history on the actual live account you are going to use. 
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PARTICIPATING IN TRADING COMPETITIONS 
 

The goal is to win 
 

When participating in a Forex trading competition the objective is to win. By any means possible. 

A client wife, who didn’t know much about Forex trading, once entered a competition and entered one 

transaction which was say a buy of the EURUSD and forgot about it. She later received an email informing her 

that she had won the competition. Sheer luck trading 1 deal – but often in Forex trading you need luck. 

Knowing what you now know about maximum lot position sizing and Forex trading techniques you will know that 

it is almost impossible to generate much of a return with 1 transaction only even when using maximum lot 

position sizing. 

If you have been following the course so far and when you see what follows, you will know that winning a trading 

competition this way is very unlikely these days. 

So let’s look at some competition strategies used by Forex competition participants to win Forex trading 

techniques.  
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Lessons from the competitions winners 
 

Interviews and trading results 
 

The competitions winner’s details can be obtained from the following links 

 

Interviews Trading Accounts 

1st Prize Winner 1st Prize Winner 

2nd Prize Winner 2nd Prize Winner 

3rd Prize Winner 3rd Prize Winner 

 

 

Important points made during the interview with the winner 

 To be competitive I used an EA but I also traded manually at high volatility times to keep pace with fast 

moves/breakouts. (Uses EA selectively with a balance of manual and automated trading – There is 

a need to be able to take advantage of trading opportunities that occur in the moment) 

 The main element to my success is speed and accuracy. (The importance of having the flexibility to 

take advantage of trading opportunities that occur in the moment in emphasized) 

 When I look to the future the main elements to stability and success is money management and a good 

strategy (As stated in this course success is dependent on position sizing and a sound trading 

technique). 

 Also need to be open to options and able to think out of the box (flexibility and ability to take advantage 

of trading opportunities in different ways) 

 

 

Important points made by the 2nd place trader 

 My trading style is manually .... I trade volume and price action.  (Yes, you read correctly – VOLUME) 

 My success came after years of study and practice .... I learn and still learning things and trying to improve 

it .... I don't try to copy anyone, I've built a system that fits my style of trading, I have a certain setup that I 

trade most of the time. (This is what we have been preaching for years)  

 Never give up - do not copy any successful trader because u don't think and see like he does; - practice, 

practice, practice - built a system that fits your style of trading - it is enough just a profitable setup and a 

good money management to be successful in the Forex market - be very disciplined in Forex market 

(Again very wise advice based on a good work ethic) 

  

https://www.tallinex.com/leaderboard
https://www.tallinex.com/office/competition/statements/StatementDetailed_336280.htm
https://www.tallinex.com/leaderboard
https://www.tallinex.com/office/competition/statements/StatementDetailed_335495.htm
https://www.tallinex.com/leaderboard
https://www.tallinex.com/office/competition/statements/StatementDetailed_337241.htm
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Important points made by the 3rd Place trader 

 I have been trying to develop algorithmic trading methods to apply to stock and option investments with 

some success. But none of these stock and option systems seem to have the potential of trading Forex 

algorithmically. It's one of the best business opportunities on the planet (Leveraged Forex trading is the 

best financial opportunity once you have a sound technique) 

 I am very comfortable being super aggressive. The goal is to grow these funds exponentially and 

periodically transfer some of the gains over to the more moderate money management techniques (Take 

advantage of leveraged Forex trading and transfer gains to moderate investments) 

 During the competition, 99.9% of my trades were done by 2 EAs. I found out years ago that discretionary 

trading was not my strength (Know your strengths and weaknesses and what suits your personality). 

 I decided years ago that discretionary trading was not my best attribute. It requires a level of patience that 

I just don't enjoy employing. One needs to be able to wait for the proper market and setup and only then 

pull the trigger on the trade. Algo trading seems to best fit my personality. (Know your strengths and 

weaknesses). 

 The goal is to determine the correct market conditions and then apply the correct strategy to that 

market. (Spend time reading the market conditions and opportunities – then use EAs) 

 Development and implementation of a Trading Plan that’s fits your personality. Sticking to the plan. Risk 

management - although this is part of a Trading Plan - I can't emphasize it enough. (Know your strengths 

and weaknesses and comfort levels, develop your own personal plan). 

 During the competition, I reviewed the EA/Symbol results daily and often increased the risk allocation to 

those currency pairs that were trading well. (Daily review of EAs) 

 I found out that I needed to quickly raise my risk tolerance or I wouldn't be able to keep up with the other 

traders. So, for the competition - I routinely increased my risk percentage for those symbols that were: a. 

Profitable and b. trading frequently. Conversely, I lowered the allocation of those pairs that were not doing 

as well (Adjust to market and competition conditions – use market feedback) 

 

 

 

More Interviews 
 

The interviews with not only the winners but with most of the prize winners are available from this link: - 

https://www.tallinex.com/leaderboard 

 

 

 

  

https://www.tallinex.com/leaderboard
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Multiplying your chances of success 
 

The first approach is to use as many trading accounts as possible. This is possible if the rules of the competition 

allow this specifically or are silent on this topic. We will focus on demo account trading as that is what was used 

in the current competition we are reviewing. 

There are many ways you can use multiple accounts. We use 16 as an example below but you can use any of the 

following number on the concepts discussed: - 8, 16, 32 or 64. 

You can start with 16 accounts and trade them independently using maximum lot concepts and high probability 

trades. You will just keep on trading them until some fail and others produce fantastic results which hopefully 

will place you in the top 3 of the competition. What this approach essentially does is increase your chances of 

success because you have 16 chances of success rather than only 1. 

The other approach is to use 16 accounts in a hedged way.  

1. So essentially you would do a buy in 8 and a sell in 8. This will ensure that 8 fail and 8 succeed.  

2. Then you would do the same for the 8 winners. You would enter 4 buys and 4 sells. This will ensure than 

4 fail and 4 succeed. 

3. Then you would do the same for the 4 winners. You would enter 2 buys and 2 sells. This will ensure than 

2 fail and 2 succeed. 

4. Then you would do the same for the 2 winners. You would enter 1 buys and 1 sells. This will ensure than 

1 fails and 1 succeed. 

This way you ensure that you have 4 winners in a row. Using Maximum lots this could give you a +1000% return. 

If you want 5 winners in a row you can use 32 accounts. 

Also many traders do not reject the losing accounts. Because of the fact that you get your margin returned when 

an account loses means that there is a balance left in the losing accounts. Traders will continue trading the losing 

accounts until there is nothing much left of those. So in the above example after step 1. 

1. Then you would do the same for the 8 losers. You would enter 4 buys and 4 sells. This will ensure than 4 

fail and 4 succeed. 

2. Then you would do the same for the 4 winners in 1. You would enter 2 buys and 2 sells. This will ensure 

than 2 fail and 2 succeed. 

3. Then you would do the same for the 4 losers in 1. You would enter 2 buys and 2 sells. This will ensure 

than 2 fail and 2 succeed 

4. And so on until you have a number of accounts with good enough balances to start taking extraordinary 

risks on (if required as you maybe in the lead already).  Extraordinary risks could be defined as using the 

full maximum lot position sizing with transactions with very small stops. 

All of the above ensures that you have much more chance of winning than the ordinary participant who only 

enters using 1 demo account. 
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If the rule only restricts participants to 1 account, then professional traders use the names of family and friends 

to create the number of accounts they need. They may even use scrambled IP address strategies to ensure that 

the accounts look like they are coming from different machines and internet services and different parts of the 

world. There is considerable information on this on the internet if you need more info on this approach. 
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WHERE TO FROM HERE 
 

You have to decide what you want from Forex trading and life in general. The techniques illustrated 

above are not a fairytale. The maximum lot technique has been used for over 12 years by the author and 

many of his associates to create extraordinary results in live trading. Especial when using the 3 in a row 

approach 

Forex trading is mainly determination to succeed and a lot of trading, testing, experimenting and creating 

a trading approach you are comfortable with. An open mind helps. 

Believe me, the results achievable give in the best return of effort anybody can make. 

 

Back trade and practice the trading techniques 
 

Whether you use manual trading or automated trading (EAs) Forex trading is a lot of work. To the people 

that succeed this work is exciting and interesting. If you are trading manually you need to back trade 

constantly using different techniques, timeframes, currencies etc. You need to thoroughly test and 

evaluate all and every technique to build personal experience. Personal experience and the Forex market 

are your real teachers. Everything else is information gathering and research. Learn from Gurus but 

remember they are not you – what works for them may not appeal to you personally in the long run. 

Learn from the experience. 

As mentioned before using an EA you should be 100% familiar with the EA. In order to do this the EA 

needs to be tested, back traded and optimized on all major currencies and on all timeframes using a big 

variety of setting options. A clear understanding of the market conditions that are favorable to the 

trading of that particular EA. This is an ongoing process – you need to develop a collection of EAs to be 

used when the most favorable market conditions apply. Because some of the trading processes are 

automated it does not mean you need to switch your brain off. You consistently need to find filters to 

make the EAs more efficient. 

 

Create your own trading competitions 
 

Now that you have new ideas try and experiment with you can create your own Forex trading 

competition. Open 4 to 8 demo accounts and trade them for 30 days using the maximum lot approach 

and efficient trading techniques. Make mistakes and learn from them – hopefully some of your accounts 

will result in extraordinary results – learn from those too. Become an expert at creating extraordinary 

results by participating in your own made up competitions. 
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Participate in trading competitions 
 

Try your new skills on forex trading competitions. What have you got to lose. Learn from your mistakes 

and well as your successes. The more you compete the better you will become. 

 

Use the concepts in live trading 
 

After you have tested and traded the techniques and practiced them over and over until you are 

experiencing improved success consider using these approaches in live trading. The 3 in a row maximum 

lots trading approach shown earlier in the course does stack the odds in your favor. 

Also bear in mind that live account trading is different to demo trading in that brokers are more likely to 

vary the spreads and to charge higher spreads. 

 

The Zero risk approach 
 

As you can see from this course achieving a 100% return on your account is a lot easier when using the 

maximum lot approach. In fact, a 300% return was achieved in 1 trade in the $ 2 500 to $10 mil example 

in this course.  

When trading live account, the trick is to extract your initial money immediately when more than 100% 

gains are made. 

So in that example the start account balance was $ 2 500 and after 1 deal the account balance went to 

$10 000. The best thing you can do is withdraw your $2 500 or $3 000 so that you are no longer risking 

any of your own introduced money. You basically only have your gains that you are trading with. Your 

original money has become risk free and even if you lose all your gains you will have made a small profit. 

The effect of this approach is very psychological because your decision making can take place with a less 

pressurized approach because your original capital is now safe.  There is Zero risk on that capital. 

When you start trading this way your confidence and trading will be amazingly positive. 

 

Participate in Forums 
 

Participate in forums for new ideas but be careful of wasting your time. 
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Additional Resources 
 

The Magic Momentum Ebook (16) 
 

This book is included as an additional resource as momentum trading provides considerable information 

and techniques on reversal or retracement trading. As mentioned in this course divergences have always 

been one of the top technical analysis reversal warnings. This book will provide more extensive 

momentum trading information 

Download from this link: -    Momentum 

 

The “Simple-n-Easy protect your money” EBook course (40) 
 

As you have seen position sizing and leverage are key components of above average Forex trading results. 

user is   money     and the password is      phur9 

Download from this link: -    Money 

 

The “Simple-N-Easy entries” EBook Course (87) 
 

Don’t let this title fool you. This course provides additional information on high probability Forex trading 

entries.   

 user is        entry          and the password is     cwym2 

Download from this link: -    Entries 

 

The “Simple-N-Easy ways to find Turning Points” Ebook Course (37) 
 

Turning points make great entries requiring small stops with high profit potential.  

Download from this link:      Turning Points 

  

http://www.forextrading-alerts.com/MMom8d8.html
http://www.forextrading-alerts.com/Ssnvmnd.html
http://www.forextrading-alerts.com/Setrnetd.html
http://www.hedged4x.com/ppset.pdf
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Forum and Exclusive club 
 

Forum 
 

We have created a forum for course owners to discuss aspect of this course. It also contains a questions and 

answers section for this course. Please raise any question you have about the contents of this course in the 

Forum. 

You can access the password protected Forum using this link: - 

FORUM 

The password is               letmein 

 

Exclusive Exceptional Trader Club 
 

In the Forum there is also an Exclusive Club for course owning traders who have: - 

1. Generated 100% or more in 1 trade using the Maximum lot approach 

2. Or who have increased their account by more than 100% in 2 to 3 trades using the Maximum lot 

approach 

3. Or have doubled their account using the Double in a Day technique 

To get access to this club please submit your trading account details to me using the email in the next section 

The idea behind the club is that it is exclusive to traders who have already achieved success and the members 

will therefore be building on that success.  

The forum can be accessed using this link:- 

Exceptional Trader Club 

 

Questions and feedback about this Course 
 

If you have any questions or feedback about this course, please contact me at alex@expert4x.com 

  

http://expert4x.websitetoolbox.com/?forum=522731
http://expert4x.websitetoolbox.com/?forum=522732
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Disclaimer and close 
 

Forex trading is not easy. It takes very special people to succeed. It takes people that are hungry for trading 

information and education, people that are dedicated to their own success and that will not let anything stand 

in their way. Typically, these people have tested many, many techniques, concepts and trading approaches. 

During this testing they have developed a few personal trading techniques that they like and are comfortable 

with and that give them the edge in the Forex Market. 

This course should only be another bit of Forex information that should influence your choice of trading 

technique and to give ideas to you about a number of ways great results can be achieved trading the Forex 

Market. All though this course has an outside chance that it will materially change your perception of Forex 

trading it will not be the only factor contributing to your success. In the end it is what you do with this example 

of trading success and many other 1000’s of bits of Forex trading education and application that determines that. 

Gary Players quote of “The more I practice the luckier I get” applies to Forex trading. The top 3 traders in this 

competition have 5, 6 and 10 years of experience. Success did not come over night. 

There is still time for you to take advantage of leveraged Forex trading while leverage is still available. 

Everything of the best for your Forex trading.  


